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ABSTRACT

A description is given of the selection mechanism in the
adjoint Monte Carlo code FOCUS in which the energy is treated
as a continuous variable, The method of Kalos who introduced
the idea of adjoint cross sections is followed to derive a
sampling scheme for the adjoint equation solved in FOCUS which
is in nost aspects analogous to the normal Monte Carlo game.
The disadvantages of the use of these adjoint cros3 sections
arc removed to some extent fey introduction of a new definition
for the adjoint cross sectiono resulting in appreciable vari-
ance reduction. At the cost of introducing a weight factor
slightly different from unity,, the direction and energy are
selected in a simple way without the need of two-dimensional
probability tables.

Finally the handling of Geometry
FOCUS is briefly discussed.

cross section in

INTRODUCTION

The problem of deriving an adjoint equation which is analogous to the
normal integral equation has been discussed by Eriksson et al and Kalos [1].
With some changes we folow essentially their derivation although other ways
are possible [2].

First the normal integral equation is given and from that an adjoint
equation is deduced. 7/his equation, however, is not easy fro handle in a Monte
Carlo game. Therefore a transformation of this equation is necessary by which
adjoint cross sections are introduced. Some properties of these adjoint cross
sections, especially v/hen dealing with inelastic scattering, are discussed in
more detail.
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THE INTEGRAL TRANSPORT EQUATION

We define the following quantities:

X<£,E,52)dVdEdfl

P (r,E)

= the number of neutrons entering a collision in the
volume element dV at £ with energies between E and E+dE
and directions in the solid angle dfi about £.

a the number of neutrons leaving a collision or the source
in the volume element dV at £ with energies between E
and E+dE and directions in the solid angle dJJ about 9.

D ti«c number of source neutrons in the volume element dV
at £ with energies between E and E+dE and directions
in The solid angle dft about fl.

= the probability for a neutron at r1 with energy E and
direction £2 to have its next collision in the volume
element dV at £.

= the non-absorption probability for neutrons with energy
E which have a collision at £.

= the probability for a neutron with energy E'and direction
2'having a scattering collision at £ to obtain an «nergy
after collision between E and E+dE and a direction in
the solid angle dfi about £.

From these definitions we obtain the following equation between ty and

fl) = TCr'+r.E^xCr'.E.ftJd
" f " " ~ ~ "

Substitution of (1) in (2) leads to the integr^i aquation for X

X(r,E,n) <= \K(r'-+r,E'+E,

with the kernel K given by

From the definitions of T, Ps and C we have
| f |r—rf

(r'-*£,E,g)-E <r,E)exp{-7If.

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)
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Q I NA(£) J aAJ(E')fA> ̂ E'-E.g'-^/E^r.E1) (7)
where

!<£,£) is the total nacroscopic cross section at £ for neutrons with
energy E

I (£,E) the total scattering cross section

NA<£) the atom density for a nuclide of type A

c. .(E) the microscopic cross section for reaction type j of nuclide A
A,3
£ . (E'->E,ft'-*fii) the scattering function for reaction type j of nuclide A.
«»J — —

With these definitions the kernels T and Cs are normalised probability density
functions for £ and (E,Q) respectively and can be sampled in the familiar way.
The non-absorption probability Ps has been used explicitly in the formulas
because it is mostly taken into account as a weight factor.

Suppose the aim of our calculation is a quantity F that is some average
over the collision density IJJ, say

with B scene specified function. If we want to calculate for example the
response of a point detector at £^ with an efficiency n(E) with regard to the
neutron flux we have

g(r,E,n) - n^Mr-r^/Z^.E) (9)

We can also write F as an average over the density of particles leaving
collisions

F =• h<r,E,tf)x(r,E,£)dVdEdfl (10)

From (I) and (2) we obtain the relatiosi between h and g

h(£,E,fi) = |g(£',E,£)T(£*£r,E,g)dV (II)

Monte Carlo calculations of F will break down if g(£,E,JJ) is only non-zero
in a small part of the phase space, as in the case o"f a point detector. One
of the possibilities to overcome such problems may be the use of adjoint
Monte Carlo.

THE ADJOINT EQUATION

If we define a Kernel K^ adjoint to the kernel K from (A) by

£ £ £ ^ / £ £ (12)
then the following integral equation determines a function x'(£.»E»£l)

Xf(£,E,J2) - |K+(£*'»T,El*E,fl'-*fl)x+(£>,Ef,nl)dVtdEldn'+h(£,E,£) (13)

with h(£,E,fi) from (10). Multiplying (13) by X and (3) by x + and integrating
over alT variables we obtain the relation
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(14>

or
F = /S(£,E,£)XT(£,E,fl)dVdEdfi (15)

So we can calculate F by sampling x (£»£,£) from (13) and use the physical
source S{£,E,fi) as the scoring function. From (15) we see that x^(£»E,£2) is
the contribution to F of a source neutron at (£,E,£p, so x mav be interpreted
as the importance of a neutron to F. It will be clear that calculating F by
solving the adjoint equation (13) will only be successful if the physical
source S is not a point source or only non-zero in a small volume, j.

Ucw our problem is to design a sampling scheme for the kernel K which
can be written as

+ k-r'! .
K (£-*£ ,E'*>E,fll'*J2)C! S (£* ,E)exp{-7 r '»+^ m/ioiAmJLi... I/Iv'-vl 2

X, e=SB A J

E?rG!a the £-function we see that

L' ~ L " I I I ' I S <17)

By substitution o£ s'^jr-r/j-s in the integral in (16) we can rewrite K
as follows

o c ~ —* I £.""£.' I

K I N (r1) I O.(E)fA .(E->E\£^')/E.<r,E) (18)
A j J tJ ™ C

The first part of this expression is equal to T(£'-»r,E,-£), so we can sample
this part of K in the familiar way estccpt that tracking is in the direction
-fi. However, E and Q must then be knotm, so they must follow from the second
part of (!8). But this is net a normaliuud probability density function (pdf)
and besides it depends on £ owing to the factor £ (r,E).

To remove this difficulty and to obtain a selection mechanism analogous
to the normal Monte Carlo game, we apply the following transformation

+ + + (19)

(20)

rt,El) (21)

(22)

(23)

with S (£,E) a function that we shall define later. Then (13) and (15)
transform into
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If we perform the same manipulations on L* as we did on K*̂  we can rearrange
LT to

Jr-r!r - r ! !
' 1 < } 6 ( 1

r'v 7
i-t(£»E

We now define the adjoint kernels

-t(£»E) £ A — | A,3 A,j

°T(r'-»£,E,-jl)

P+(r,E)" y^l? (26)

C"''(r,E'-*'E,^l'»Ji)" J N.(r) }] 0 .(E)f. •(E-'-E1 .ft+ft^/E+dr.E') (27)
^ ^ «=,=. A " - . ' A , J A,J — — —

wo can writo LT as

If we require C""" to be a normalised pdf for E and fi we must define the

function 2T(r,E) as

N.(r)£ /o .(E)f . <E->E' .JJ-^^dEdfi (29)
" A i '

In order to satisfy this condition we can define a (macroscopic) adjoint
cross section according to the definition of Kalos [1], that we shall call

definition I: 0. .(E')=/oA .(E)f. . (E->E',SW2'
A»J 'i»J A,J (30)

with the last equality from the fact that f (E-*E' ,fM2') only depends on fl
through IJ'5'* Handling the adjoint cross sections just like normal cross
sections we have

4(r,E')= I 1+ (r,E') (32)
j 'J

rt(r,E')= I 2+(r,Ef) (33)
A

With these definitions we can now sample C^ by first selecting a nuclide and
reaction type from the pdf
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4
(34)

that is we select a muclide according to the microscopic adjoint cross
section for that nuclide and a reaction type according to the partial'
microscopic adjoint cross section for that reaction. Then results the problem
of selecting energy and direction from the pdf

,SO«0. .(E)f. .(EH-E,JWr)/0+ .(E') (35)
•— ft,3 A,2 ' «»J

To sample the kernel L" coispletely we use P as a weight: factor just as P
s s

in the normal game and select £ from TT by tracking in the direction -£.
Some words nay be said about sampling the function S+(£,E,£) that

appears aa a "source" in the adjoint problem. For the genera"! ease of a
"detector" with voliine V and "efficiency" n(£sE) with regard to the
neutron flux, wo have

Q)|£,E) (36)

wish

i if £€V
a (37)

o else

The factor Z (jr,E) in ri appears because n is defined with regard to the
flux and the function g is averaged over the collision density. If we want
to calculate for example some reaction rate in a volume V, of a system we
take f) equal to the macroscopic crooo section for that reaction. If we want
to calculate the flux at a point foil' a given energy range, we set n to
unity for energies within that range.

From (II) we obtain for h

h(r,E,£)-/n(r',E)p(r/) IS|^lf£^>dV( (38)

and for S"°"

S+(r,E,«)-2'»'(r,E)h(r,E,fl)-St(r,E)/n(rl,E) p(r') - f j ^ ' ^ d V
. t - l (39)

»PT(£,E) Jti(rt,E)Tt(r'->r,E,«)dVI

d

If we select successively r1 uniform in V,, il isotropically, E from the pdf

tl(£l,E)//n(r_'»E)dE, then £ from T+(£'-»r,E,jl) and finally apply a weight

factor P*(£,E) then we have selected (£»E,jJ) from the pdf

P+(£,E)/ J ^ £ $ - T t ( £ . ^ E £)dV. (40)

So if we want to sample S* we must introduce an additional weight factor
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w-V,/in(r',E)dE///q(rt ,E)dVME

and cultiply the final result of our Monte Carlo calculation by
<4?r//nCjt',E)dV'dE. Note that if rj is independent of space the additional

weight factor is unity.

(41)

ANALYSIS OF THE ADJOINT CROSS SECTIONS

To get a better insight in the properties of the adjoint cross sections
we take the case of a constant elastic scattering cross section aei and
assuae isotropic scattering in the center of mass system. We then have

ccE<E'<E

with

with A chc voua of the nuclidc. TSten

E'/a

1-a

(42)

(43)

(44)

The £aetor log(l/a)/(l~a) is always greater than unity but tends to unity
for heavy masses. However, for the very light nuclides this factor becomes
large and even infinite in the case of hydrogen. It is therefore necessary
to introduce an upper limit in the integration over energy in (30) equal
Co the highest energy in the problem at hand. This removes difficulties with
an infinite adjoint cross section but tnakes the adjoint crosa sections
problem dependent. If we compute the adjoint cross section for inelastic
scattering with a threshold energy e, still assuming a constant cross section
and iaotropic scattering,, we obtain fig.l. The scattering function fin(E-+-E')
and the integration limits are derived later. The adjoint inelastic cross
section for this case is constant for E>e/(A+1)2 and equal to

0. C
in in 1-a

E>E (45)

«nd falls off for lower energies.
Frsss this figure we see that the adjoint cross sections will generally

be greater than the corresponding normal cross sections. In systems with
small absorption the adjoint scattering factor pJ=»S*̂ /St will therefore in
general be greater than unity. Because the weight of the "adjoint particle"
is multiplied by this factor at every event, the weight of the particle may
become very large, which may result in large variancies. This is especially
the case when both elastic and inelastic scattering is important. Suppose
we have a system with only one nuclide that does not absorb neutrons and
scatters them elascically or inelastically by one level with threshold
energy e. Suppose further that the cross sections are constant and that the
elastic cross section is twice the inelastic cross section. We can then
calculate the factor P for this medium. Fig. 2 shows the result, where we
have taken a thresholdsenergy of 1.037 MeV and a mass A"=27 for the nuclide.
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2.0 2.0

1.0

I02 1Q1* JO6 I08 eV 10° 102 I0*4 105 108 eV

Fig.I. Adjoint inelastic cross section Fig.2. J>\ as a function of energy.
as a function of energy.

We sec that P^ is raich greater than unity for a large energy range. If the
muelidc had â vesry large tnaos, the factor V1^ would have been 1.5 for E<e
and unity £oir E>C. So in the case of both elastic and inelastic scattering
the factor P^ may even be such larger than in the case of elastic scattering
only.

• P | d e f .

def.

I

I I

-•E

MOTHER DEFINITION FOR THE ADJOINT CROSS SECTIONS

Up to now we always used the energy as a variable, but we could have
equally well used the lethargy defined by

(46)

with E Gone reference energy. If we repeat the whole derivation we would
have arrived at the following definition for the adjoint cross section

On physical grounds we have

E-*E') jdE11

But in (47) we integrate over u instead of u1, so (47) is a different
definition of the adjoint cross section. If we transform (47) back to
energies with

and

du=
dE
E

(47)

(48)

(49)

(50)

we arrive at our second definition for the adjoint cross sections

definition II: a£ .(E')-JoA .(E)f. .(E+E') f'dE (51)

Instead of introducing the lethargy as a variable we could have introduced
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a function £<•<£, E,£) as a transform of ̂ (r.E.SI) by

Then the adjoint equation (22) transforms into

with

(52)

(53)

(54)

(55)
g)(r_T,E,fi)P(r

D+<r\El-*Eifl'-»8)= I N (r')£ a. .(E)f. . (E^E
1 .SMTHE'/EJ/E+Cr1 ,E') (56)

J

For i' we get from (23)

(57)

When sampling M* the only change compared with sampling L+ is that after
selection of the nuclide and reaction type just as uefore, we have to select
E and SI from the pdf

(E'/E)/oJ .(E1)
AJ

which problem we shall discuss in the next section.
If we look again at the adjoint cross sections, now according to

definition II, we get for the caue of a constant clastic cross section

(58)

(59)

The result for a constant inelastic cross section with threshold energy E is
also given in Fig. 1< Due to the factor E'/E in definition II for the adjoint
cross section, it resembles now much more the normal cross section. The energy
dependence appeared to be almost independent of the mass of the nuclide.

fhe weight factor P£ for the medium defined before is shown in Fig 2 when
using definition II. From this figure we see not only that the maximum value
for Pj is lesa than for definition I, but also that the energy range in which
P£ is &uch greater than unity is rather small. Besides a value of P J greater
than unity at energies below the threshold will be compensated to some extent
by a value of Pg less than unity at energies above the threshold.

To have an idea of the variance reduction obtained when using definition
II, we calculated the flux at the center of a sphere containing the artificial
nuclide mentioned before with mass A = 27. The threshold energy e was again
chosen at 1.037 MeV. The radius of the sphere was 5 mean free paths at
energies below the threshold. A uniform and isotropic artificial neutron
source was assumed in the sphere with a fission spectrum as the energy
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distribution. In table I the flux per unit lethargy per source neutron for
the energy ranges O.I - 0.2 MeV, 0.4 - Q.S.MeV and 1.4 -2.5 KeV are given
with their standard deviations after processing of 1000 "adjoint particles^
Ihe variance reduction obtained by using definition II is clear.

TABLE I

Comparison of Standard Deviations Using Definitions I and II
for the Adjoint Cross Sections

energy range
(MoVJ

0.1 - 0.2

Q.H - 0.8

1.4 - 2.5

definition I

flux
per unit
lethargy

S.SS I(f3

9.15 l(f3

2.79 I0°3

standard
deviation

(%)

32

8.6

1.6

definition II

flUK
per unit
lethargy

&.89 IO~J

9.26 10°3

2.79 I0"3

standard
deviation

<fl

6.2

2.6

0.8

SAMPLING THE ADJOINT COLLISION KERNEL

New we have to look in more detail to the selection of the energy and
direction from (58;. We limit ourselves here to the case of inelastic level
scattering. Elastic scattering is then automatically included by setting the
level energy to zero. If the inel.astic level has an energy Q above the ground
state, ihe neutron cuat have at least the threshold energy

A+I Q <60)

to excite the level. From elementary collision mechani.es one can derive the
relation between the energy before and after the collision and the scattering
angle. Throughout this aectionwe shall adopt E' for the higher energy (that
is the energy before collision in the normal case) and E for the lower energy
We then have

E'm A2g-e/E)
E

• I

(6!)

(62)
2Au_/T-:e/E +

with Pg and Po the cosines of the scattering angle in the center of mass
system and the laboratory system respectively. For e=0 we have the familiar
expressions for elastic scattering.

Now we can write for the scattering function f.

. Ag(l-e/E) • (63)
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We expand £. (£J.f2')"f- (u ) in a series o£ Legcndre polynomials

(64)

with f,(E) denoting the 1-th Legendre component in the laboratory system. The
factor 1/2TT appears because the scattering will be azimuthally symmetric.
If the angular dependence is needed in the center of mass system we can use

(65)

f. (y ) and f. (p_) are connect*'* through the relation
in o in c

f • (W«5*f« (.V ) "T& 'in C in o oJJj,

By integrating (63) over £ we gee the enet'cy scattering function

:. (E+K'.U )diu "2Tr/f. (£••£'.u_)dy"l o o ' in C C

(66)

(67)

function has to be used in the computation of the adjoint cross section
as defined by (5t). To determine the range of E and E1 for which f£n(E-+E')
is non-zero we first examine the relation between ]!„ and ]1Q as given by (62)
and shown graphically in fig. 3. If we set A'-A/I-E/E in (62) we have the
same formula as for elastic scattering with a nuclide of mass A'. So for
E > E A 2 / ( A 2 - I ) the functional dependence is the same as for clastic scattering
and for E*eA2/(A2-l) it is the rjnne as for elastic scattering on hydrogen.
For e<K<eA2/(A2-l) we sec that the value of p o is restricted.

-1

Fig. 3. u as s function of ur

for inelastic scattering.
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0.5

i'it;. 4. Relation between L*' and E
vifcHi y , as a

2.0

Fig. 5. delation between E' and E
with \i as a •oarametex*.

x, 0

hi i'lg. 4 the relation between K* and E from (6J) is shown with UQ as a
parameter. For ll>c all values for ̂ £ between -I and +1 are possible. For given
E' as in the adjoint case this is also true for E'>e/(A+'.)Z but not for
ii*<c/(A+ll)2« However, if we use yo as a parameter we get fig. 5. Now for every
E' all values for ]jo between -I and +1 are allowed. So in the adjoint %am&
it la easier to use Vo» Froa {61} and (62) we cam find E as a function of E1

and jjo.

E = - (68)

By setting u «**I and +1 we obtain the uinirauin and maximum value for E given E1

The pdi" for E irrespective of £ can bo written as

(69)

By nuaerical integration it is possible to construct in advance of the Monte
Carlo calculation probability tab'as frota which E can be selected by inter"
(.-elation. This is the method suggested by Kalos and used in the ANTE code [3].
This requires the storing of two dimensional tables. In FOCUS we followed an
other method. We select £ isotropically and apply a weight factor to account
for not using the correct^pdf. Than E is calculated from (68). By integrating
(58) over E we obtain the true pdf for £2

JL
2TT

(70)

where E is now determined by means of (68). The weight factor must be

a? (E')
in

(71)
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If the Legcadre components are given in the center of mass system w is equal
to

(72)

This procedure seetis to increase the variance only slightly. The appearance of
ain in (72) forces the cede to have also available the normal cross sections
for all reaction types at hand. An advantage of this method is that it is
exact and that any degree of anisotropic scattering can be easily incorporated.
Besides it will be very easy to incorporate some form of directimal importance

if des'red.

GK0M3IRY AND CROSS SECTION HANDLING IN FOCUS

t
the adjoint transport kernel T is the same as the normal trans-

port kernel except for the flight direction, the geometry treatment may be
uace as in normal Monte Carlo codes. FOCUS uses the well known general geometry
package frcn the 05R [43 and MORSE [53 codes. This geometry package allows
any quadratic surface in the system and offers the possibility of detailed
geB~etry for only a restricted part of the system without the need of testing
all surfaces in the system for crossing.
Crass section ̂ handling

For sampling the adjoint transport kernel T we need the total cross
section £t for every ccdiuia in the system. Besides we need the weight factor
PQ"£*7£t for every Ecdiua. To select a ouclide and a reaction type when
oanpling the adjoint scattering kernel D^ there are two ways. We can select
directly a reaction type of a nuelide frcn. the probabilities Et ./E^ or select

i t >J

first the nuclide frcn the probabilities E,/£ and then select for this nuclide
the reaction type froa the probabilities u' Jo.. In FOCUS we have chosen the
second method mainly because it saves computer storage when a nuclide with
eany inclsstic levels appear in the more than one medium in the system.

Because of the applied section technique for the lirection and energy,
the partial cross sections for every nuclidc are also needed together with the

+ ftLegendre coefficients, if any. So the quantities £ ,E /£ and E./E are grouped
f t C

by medium and the quantities 0. Jo.,aA . and f, are grouped by nuclide. All

these cross sections are tabulated by energy. Because great detail in energy
nay be desired the cross sections can not be stored for all energies in
computer memory. Therefore the energy range is devided in groups with energy
boundaries that differ by a factor of 2 (called supergroups in the 05R code).
Each supergroup is devided in a variable number of subgroups. Only the cross
sections for one supergroup are held in computer memory. So if a particle in
the adjoint game has received an energy above the upper boundary of the super-
group for which cross sections are held in the memory, its parameters are
stored untill all particles with energy in the current supergroup ara processed
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Then the cross sections for the next supergroup are read in from an external
ssesory, e.g. a magnetic tape.

lie have tacitly assumed that the adjoint cross sections were available.
Because of our definition II the adjoint cross sections are essentially
problem independent and need be computed once for all nuclides and scattering
reaction types. Then these cross sections may be incorporated in a existent
data file. Work is in progress to compute the adjoint cross sections from
t!:«i iiNDF/B file [6] and stoie them with the original cross sections in a
special ENDF/B file from which all the data needed for anadjoint Monte Carlo
calculation can be selected.

5.

6.
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DISCUSSION

Kales: I am gratified to find that we can gain so much by so simple a
device. It is really very very nice/ but I would also like to call attention
to the fact that the 1/E function, which seems to be a very good universal
icportance function, could be replaced by other functions. This paper then
provides us with a model which shows how one must define reaction cross sec-
tions in order to carry out importance sampling in full detail, and it is not
a trivial matter to do so. But, apparently just the 1/E factor makes an enor-
mous difference, and I hope that we can get it into our code as soon as
possible.

Hoognnbocm: Yes, of course, there are other possibilities. 0n>> is led
to this scheme in particular if, right from the start, one works consistently
with lethargies instead of energies in the derivation. Incidentally it seems
rather natural that, if the clastic scattering cross section is constant, the
adjoint croao section should also be constant, and the two cross sections
should be equal. That thio should be true does not help much from a practical
point of view, but it Gccma to be natural.

Borgwaldt: Can you recall the name of the code in which you have imple-
mented your sehece? And can you say whether you have any trouble defining
these adjoint cross sections in the statistical resonance region?

Hcogenbocm: The code is called FOCUS, because we have tried to use it to
eoapute fluxes at a point.

Eovffjsaldt: I thought you were talking about an NT code.

Hcogenbocm: Yes, that was the code developed, as I understood, by Mai
Kaios at New York; and it was in that code that the adjoint cross sections
were first defined.

Borgwaldt: How is that spelled?

Kaloo: ANTE.

Boogenhoom; That is the code which uses your original proposal?

Ralot: Which uses the original definition of the adjoint cross section.

Gelbard: Other comments? I Mght point out that the use of a transfor-
mation specifically chosen to eliminate weights is implemented in the MARC
code, a code for use in thermal groups only. It turns out that If you assume
that, in the thermal group, *iter is the only moderator (and this is assumed
in MARC) then you can pick a transformation function which eliminates the
need for weights completely. This sort of a choice of a transformerion be-
comes impossible in general, but it is conceivable that you could come up with
a transformation function that would be helpful. There were some attempts of
this sort made by Spanier and Levitt but, I think, they were not really totally
successful. But to come back to the method that you are using, it has always
seemed to me that the most likely source of trouble in this kind of method
would be resonances. If you are right below a scattering resonance, the in-
tegral, over higher energies, over the scattering resonance, will give you a
very large weight.
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Hoogcnbaam: Yes.

Gclbavd: This would be true in the resolved range and would be true at
Iiigher energies if you are dealing with, let us say, resonances of a scatterer
like iron. Do you find this to be a problem?

Hoogeribocm: Well, this is correct, but we have not done enough computa-
tions so that I ean give you a complete answer. I have calculated fluxes in a
systen that was composed of uranium with aluminum as a construction material
and have not seen any difficulties.

Kales: What about the narrow resonance range? Very narrow resonances?

Hcogcnbocm: The weight factor fluctuates in the neighborhood of a reso-
nance, being higher than one at the bottom of the resonance and lower than one
near She top. To acne extent the high weight factors are compensated by the
low weight faetora. Wot compensated fully, but to some extent.

Ge'lbai'd: Well, not compensated insofar as the variance is concerned.

Kaloo: It depends on the problem, If the neutron makes a few scattering
collisions within the resonance then the higher weights will be compensated by
the lower weights. That is, if the resonance is wide enough so that neutrons
travel through the resonances slowly, In all cases the right thing to do is
to introduce the local energy-dependent adjoint. And that should not be diffi-
cult to do in specific cases, especially in the narrow resonance range,
although I have not worked it out.

Gctbard: Well, that is really what was done in MARC where the use of the
adjoint was straightforward. But do you mean, by the adjoint, the importance
function that you would have in an infinite medium of the material you are in?

Kaloa: No, I don't mean that.

Galkard: You mean a space-dependent adjoint?

Kalos: It would have to be somewhat opace dependent ...

Gelbard; Yes, then you have a problem with the computation and use of
the adjoint. Incidentally in looking at the efficiency of the adjoint mode in
MARC we used a device which we found to be helpful. Through this device one
can estimate how much inherent loss in efficiency is introduced through the in-
troduction of weights in the adjoint. Let us suppose that you have a slab of
a homogeneous material. Divide the slab in half. Let us say the problem is
to compute the resonance absorption in region 2 due to a source in region 1.
You can do this in the direct mode, ahd you can do the same thing in the
adjoint mode. From a geometric point of view the adjoint and direct mode cal-
culations are identical. In one case you put the source in region 1 and get
the absorptions in region 2 and in the other case you put the adjoint source
in region 2 and tally in region 1. Because you have no geometric difference
between the two problems you will generally find the variance in the adjoint
calculation is greater. You have, then, some estimate of how much efficiency
you are losing. In other words, you have an estimate of where the break-even
point would be between the efficiency of the adjoint and the efficiency of the
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direct node. This is a sort of figure of the merit for whatever scheme you are
trying to use. One more comment. It seems to be true that the adjoint is
easiest to use in fixed source problems. In the eigenvalue problem, some sort
of additional technique is required. In the eigenvalue problem the use of the
adjoint becomes a lot harder. Suppose that I want the eigenvalue perturbation
due to, let us say, a small sample or to some small perturbation that I make in
a region. I hope that we will get to discuss how you might use the adjoint in
this case, because here there are additional problems beyond those which are
encountered in the fixed source case. I don't mean to imply that you cannot
use the adjoint, but there does seem to be difficulties.

Bcogeribcom: I agree that there is a problem in this case. Suppose that,
in a multiplying system, I want to calculate a detector response at several
points, or in several small volumes. The source distribution is the eigen-
function, which must be used as a scoring function. But you don't know the
eigcnfunction. This is a problem which I don't know how to solve. It should
be possible to make a connection between the adjoint and the forward calcula-
tion in attacking the eigenvalue problem.

Gclhavd: One thing you can do is this. You can keep a record of the
legation of the source sites in the direct mode problem. Then in the adjoint
problem, on every collision, you get a line-of-sight estimate (a point estimate
essentially) at the location of the fission source sites. In other words, you
ask what is the adjoint flux at the various fission source sites. You do this
by line-of-sight estimation.

Kaloe: We have done things of this kind, you know, and it can be a big
pain in the neck.

Gelbard: I think it is out of the question to sight to every fission
source site on every collision, i)ut you might weight the source sites with an
importance function and, on every collision, pick one that you are going to
contribute to. Suppose, also, that you draw a circle around the point where
you want to estimate a reaction rate. If the site that you are contributing
to ia outside of that circle, then instead of actually drawing a line to the
site and computing the contribution, you simply select a path length and lay
it off. If you don't get to the oulected site you make no contribution: if
you do, you score. If the selected site lies inside the circle, then you use
point estimation.

Kalos: I want to remind you that, in principle, there is a very simple
and direct way to attack this problem.

Hoogeriboom: I don't see how at the moment, specifically. PerhapB you
can explain it to me later.


